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Abstract. This paper surveys several recent abstract summarization methods:
T5, Pegasus, and ProphetNet. We implement the systems in two languages:
English and Indonesian languages. We investigate the impact of pre-training
models (one T5, three Pegasuses, three ProphetNets) on several Wikipedia
datasets in English and Indonesian language and compare the results to the
Wikipedia systems' summaries. The T5-Large, the Pegasus-XSum, and the
ProphetNet-CNNDM provide the best summarization. The most significant
factors that influence ROUGE performance are coverage, density, and
compression. The higher the scores, the better the summary. Other factors that
influence the ROUGE scores are the pre-training goal, the dataset's
characteristics, the dataset used for testing the pre-trained model, and the cross-
lingual function. Several suggestions to improve this paper's limitation are: 1)
assure that the dataset used for the pre-training model must sufficiently large,
contains adequate instances for handling cross-lingual purpose; 2) Advanced
process (finetuning) shall be reasonable. We recommend using the large dataset
consists of comprehensive coverage of topics from many languages before
implementing advanced processes such as the train-infer-train procedure to the
zero-shot translation in the training stage of the pre-training model.

1 Introduction

1.1 The Goal of The Research

A Survey of Recent Abstract Summarization Techniques*

_____________________________________________________________________

Keywords: abstract summarization, T5, Pegasus, ProphetNet, train-infer-train,
cross-lingual system, Transformers.

*This manuscript is accepted for publication in ICICT 2021, London. The copyright is transferred 
to Springer.

The abstract summarization based on the sequence-to-sequence technique of encoder-
decoder (or, Transformers) has recently become a widely known technique. This
paper comprises a survey, exploration, and empirical comparison on pre-trained
models on English and Indonesian datasets consisting of hundreds and thousands of
sentences, respectively, scraped from the web. So far, there is not exist yet any
research about Indonesian language summaries based on Transformers. In this work,
for evaluation, we dub the coverage, density, and compress metrics [4] to gain
insights into the summarization results using ROUGE metrics as in [10].
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Data

The Wikipedia datasets were collected using search engine metadata. We
performed a Web-scale crawling of over five topics of Wikipedia pages of each
language (English, Indonesian): internet, geography, archaeology, artificial
intelligence, and ecology. See Table 1. From each Wikipedia page, from a given
query, we provide a gold standard summary of the page by extracting the available
summary shown by default of the Wikipedia-API. The Wikipedia metadata we are
concerned about includes URL, Title, Description/Body Text, and Summary.

Table 1. Statistics of Wikipedia datasets.

2.2 Definitions

We lack systematic evaluation for abstractive summarizations across diverse domains.
In this paper, we borrow extractive fragment coverage and fragment density [4].

Fragment Coverage. The fragment coverage formulated as:

COVERAGE(A, S) = 1
|�| �∈�(�,�)

|�|� (1)

Where A is an article (the Wikipedia page), and S is a summary. The fragment
coverage measures the percentage of words in a summary derived from a source text
(the body text of a Wikipedia page).

Fragment Density. The fragment density formulated as:

DENSITY(A, S) = 1
|�| �∈�(�,�) |�|

2� (2)
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Given a series of extractions, the fragment density measures how well the word
sequence. If a summary contains many individual words, it is good because the
individual words are adaptive in the new arrangement of sentences. The latest is
useful for abstract summarization. It is the average length of the fragment to which
each word in the summary belongs. Many individual words from the Wikipedia body
text can also arrange a summary composition. The latest conditions cause a high
coverage score. However, the situations also open a new arrangement of sentences in
summary with new words that previously are not available in the Wikipedia page's
body text.

Compression. We also dub an idea of compression. Higher compression in any
summary means the summary captures many essential sights of the Wikipedia body
text. The compression ratio defined as:

COMPRESSION(A, S)= |�|
|�|

(3)

2.3 Basic Concepts

Instead of using RNN for transfer learning on many NLP tasks, the Transformer
models are recently widely known. See [17] for the original work of the Transformer.
Furthermore, such Sequence-to-Sequence pre-trained models based on Transformer
architecture showed success in the text generation, including summarizing (abstract
summarizing task) ([2][16][15][8][13]). The original Transformer has an encoder-
decoder architecture (see the architecture on [17] Fig.1). The model does sequence-to-
sequence tasks using a weighted sum average of the sequence called the "self-
attention" [1]. We will explore its implementation on T5, Pegasus, and ProphetNet.

2.3.1 T5 (Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer)

The basic idea of T5 is the "text-to-text" problem. The T5 text-to-text framework
applies the same model (a unified model), objective, training procedure, and decoding
process to every task of a wide variety of English-based NLP problems (classification,
summarization, translation, and question answering). The unified approach's
flexibility also benefited from seizing up a model's size to billion parameters and pre-
trained corpus. The T5 system was pre-trained using arbitrarily text, which corrupted,
and it spans on mask ratios and the dimensions of the sizes of the text spans. See [13]
Fig.1 for the diagram of the text-to-text framework.

From the T5 original work [13], they experiment with different approaches: the
Language Modeling (predict the afterword in a sentence by considering all preceding
words), Deshuffling (shuffle all the words in a sentence followed by training the
model to predict the original text), and Denoising objectives (masking a sequence of
words from the sentence followed by training the model to predict the masked words).
From the three, the denoising objective shows the most promising results.

In T5, its pre-training objective is a "fill-in-the-blank" task (the model predicts
missing words within an incomplete piece of text). To do that, T5 created a brand-
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new downstream task, the sized fill-in-the-blank, where the model must substitute a
blank to a specified number of words. T5 will train the input text to fill in the blank
with N-words approximately, and then finetuning results using the large dataset to
produce realistic outputs. In the T5 original work [13], the "Colossal Clean Crawled
Corpus" (C4) used contains hundreds of gigabytes of English text.

2.3.2 Theory of Pegasus

It was inspired by T5 work, which success with its masking words and contiguous
spans [13], in Pegasus, a pseudo-summary created by picking and masking whole
sentences from documents and then concatenating the gap-sentences. Pegasus choose
sentences that are important to the documents. Pegasus removed/masked the critical
sentences from an input document, and then the critical sentences are generated
simultaneously as one output sequence from the other unselected sentences. Pegasus
architecture is a kind of Transformer encoder-decoder. The pre-training in Pegasus
uses extracted gap-sentences, sequence-to-sequence, to do abstractive summarizing.
The gap sentences ratio here is the same as the mask rate of a text document. See
Pegasus architecture in [19].

2.3.3 Theory of ProphetNet

ProphetNet [12] is also a Sequence-to-sequence pre-training model based on the
encoder-decoder Transformer of [17]. The characteristics of ProphetNet are as follow:
(1) There is a prophecy characteristic called the future n-gram prediction. On the
decoder step, the ProphetNet simultaneously predicts n future tokens by resulting n
probability at every time of the steps. We can adjust the weights attenuation between
the traditional language modeling and the future n-gram prediction. (2) There is an n-
stream self-attention mechanism. The mechanism is the same as the masked multi-
head self-attention in the Transformer decoder. To improve positional information of
the decoder, the ProphetNet combines the absolute positional embedding and T5. In
ProphetNet, the i-th predicting stream predicts the future stream, yt, based on the
previous tokens, viz. y<t-i+1. The predicting and the main decoder stream shared during
training. In predicting, the stream initialized with special tokens. The ProphetNet acts
the same as a traditional Transformer decoder if the predicting stream feature is
disabled. (3) The third difference is the availability of the activity masking based
autoencoder denoising task for Sequential-to-sequential pre-training. In ProphetNet,
we mask out some token spans of the original text as the encoder input. ProphetNet
recovers the next n future tokens within each masked token span.

3 The Experiments

We first describe the T5-Large pre-trained model's details in Section 3.1, followed by
the Pegasus-XSum pre-trained model in Section 3.2 ProphetNet-XGlue-NTG in
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Section 3.3, Pegasus-Multi_news in Section 3.4, Pegasus-Wikihow in Section 3.5,
ProphetNet-CNNDM in Section 3.6, and ProphetNet-Squad-QG in Section 3.7.

3.1 T5-Large (T5)

To produce T5 summaries, T5 truncates all datasets until 512 words. Other
preprocessing is removing newlines. Here, for tokenizer as well as the pre-trained
model, we use T5-Large. After being tokenized/encoded, we feed the text to the T5
model with the number of beams=4, and n-gram size=2 can only occur once, the
minimum length of 30, the maximum size of 100, and early stopping are True. The T5
decoded back the text to produce output.
The T5-Large used the C4 (Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus) dataset to build a pre-

trained model. It is a pre-train language model on massive unlabeled datasets. For C4,
taken from Common Crawl scrape from April 2019 and applied some cleansing
filters, it results in a very clean 750GB text dataset of large pre-training datasets, more
extensive than other pre-training datasets.

3.2 Pegasus-XSum (Pegasus)

To produce the Pegasus-XSum summaries, the Pegasus truncates all datasets until 512
words. Other preprocessing is removing newlines. Here, for the tokenizer and the pre-
trained model, we use Pegasus-XSum. The procedures are as follows: After being
tokenized/encoded, we feed the text to the Pegasus model by token truncation and pad
to the batch's most extended/longest sequence as output. We then decode the
tokenized output by skipping special tokens as the target tokens. The latest act as an
output. The Pegasus-XSum dataset used the 227k BBC articles from 2010 to 2017
from various subjects to build a pre-trained model. See [11].

3.3 ProphetNet-XGlue-NTG (ProphetNet)

NTG is short for News Titles Generation. To produce the ProphetNet summaries,
the ProphetNet truncated all datasets until 512 words. Other preprocessing is
removing newlines. Here, for the tokenizer and the pre-trained model, we use the
ProphetNet-XGlue-NTG. We tokenized with a maximum length of padding the
sentences = 256. After being tokenized/encoded, we feed the text to the
ProphetNet model with the number of beams=4, the maximum length of the
sequence to be generated = 100, and early stopping is True. We then convert the
output of lists of token ids into a list of strings by removing special tokens in the
decoding. We then feed the output again to the tokenizer, with a maximum length
of padding the sentences = 256. The result then becomes an input in the model,
and then the output generated from the model is fed into the tokenizer again by
skipping special tokens. The latest contains the target text or the (decoded) output.
The ProphetNet-XGlue-NTG is a cross-lingual version ProphetNet, pre-trained

on wiki100 xGLUE dataset and finetuned on XGLUE cross-lingual News Titles
Generation task. ProphetNet can predict more future tokens with an n-stream
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decoder. For XGLUE cross-lingual NTG tasks, the Transformers finetuned the
ProphetNet with English data, but inference with both English and other zero-shot
language data. Comparing to GLUE [18], which label in English for natural
language understanding tasks only, XGLUE [9], has two main advantages. First,
it unified 11 NLP tasks consist of: named entity recognition, POS tagging, text
classification, multilingual question answering, cross-lingual natural language
inference corpus, a cross-lingual adversarial dataset for paraphrase identification,
query-ad matching, web page ranking, question answering matching, question
generation, and news title generation. Second, for every task, it gives labeled data
in many different languages.

3.4 Pegasus-Multi_News (Pegasus)

To produce the Pegasus-Multi_News summaries, the Pegasus truncated all
datasets until 512 words. Other preprocessing is removing newlines. Here, for the
tokenizer and the pre-trained model, we use Pegasus-Multi_News. We tokenized
with a maximum length of padding the sentences = 256. After being
tokenized/encoded, we feed the text to the Pegasus model with the number of
beams=4, the maximum length of the sequence generated by the Pegasus = 100,
and early stopping is True. We then convert the output of lists of token ids into a
list of strings by removing special tokens in the decoding. We then feed the result
again to the tokenizer, with a maximum length of padding the sentences = 256.
The output then becomes an input in the model, and then the output generated
from the model is fed into the tokenizer again by skipping special tokens. The
latest contains the target text, or we called the (decoded) output. The Multi-News
dataset [3] is a multiple document summarization dataset consists of 56k (news,
human-written summaries) pairs.

3.5 Pegasus-Wikihow (Pegasus)

To produce the Pegasus-Wikihow summaries, the Pegasus truncated all datasets
until 512 words. Other preprocessing is removing newlines. For the tokenizer and
the pre-trained model, we use the Wikihow dataset for Pegasus-Wikihow. We
tokenized with a maximum length of padding the sentences = 256. After being
tokenized/encoded, we feed the text to the Pegasus model with the number of
beams=4, the maximum length of the sequence generated by Pegasus = 100, and
early stopping is True. We convert the output of lists of token ids into a list of
strings by removing special tokens in the decoding. We then feed the result again
to the tokenizer, with a maximum length of padding the sentences = 256. The
result then becomes an input in the model. The output generated from the model
is fed into the tokenizer again by skipping special tokens. The latest contains the
target text, or we called the (decoded) output. The Wikihow dataset [6] is the
concatenated summary-sentences from multiple instruction-step paragraphs. Each
of the 200k instances consisting of instruction paragraphs and its summary.
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3.6 ProphetNet-CNNDM (ProphetNet)

CNNDM is short for CNN/Daily Mail newspaper articles. To produce the Prophet
Net-CNNDM summaries, the ProphetNet truncated all datasets until 512 words.
Other preprocessing is removing newlines. Here, we use the ProphetNet-CNNDM
for the tokenizer and the pre-trained model. We tokenized with a maximum
length of padding the sentences = 100. After being tokenized/encoded, we feed
the text to the ProphetNet model with the number of beams=4, the maximum
length of the sequence to be generated = 512, and early stopping is True. We then
convert the output of lists of token ids into a list of strings by removing special
tokens in the decoding. The latest contains the target text, or we called the
(decoded) output. CNNDM dataset consists of 93k CNN articles and 220k Daily
Mail articles [5].

3.7 ProphetNet-Squad-QG (ProphetNet)

QG is short for Question Generation. To produce the ProphetNet-Squad-QG
summaries, the ProphetNet truncated all datasets until 512 words. Other
preprocessing is removing newlines. Here, for tokenizer and the pre-trained
model, we use ProphetNet-Squad-QG. We tokenized with a maximum length of
padding the sentences = 100. After being tokenized/encoded, we feed the text to
the ProphetNet model with the number of beams=4, the maximum length of the
sequence to be generated = 512, and early stopping is True. We then convert the
output of lists of token ids into a list of strings by removing special tokens in the
decoding. The latest contains the target text, or we called the (decoded) output.
SQUAD (Stanford Question Answering Dataset) is a reading comprehension
dataset consists of questions on Wikipedia articles set and their answers [14]. QG
is a data-driven question generation model [18].

4 Results

We survey on one T5 model (T5-Large), three variants of Pegasus (Pegasus-
XSum, Pegasus-Multi_News, Pegasus-Wikihow), and three variants of ProphetNet
(ProphetNet-XGlue-NTG, ProphetNet-CNNDM, ProphetNet-Squad-QG). Since our
goal is to compare various pre-trained models to find which pre-trained model works
best with English and Indonesian languages, we report the models' performance on
the ROUGE metrics for all summary tasks as in [10]. We also interest in analyzing
the execution time as well as the best summary results. For all tables in this paper, T5
means T5-Large, Peg_xsum means Pegasus-XSum, PN-xglue-ntg is ProphetNet-
XGlue-NTG, Peg_multi_news is Pegasus-Multi_News, Peg_wikihow means Pegasus-
Wikihow, PN_cnndm is ProphetNet-CNNDM, and PN_squad_qg is ProphetNet-
Squad-QG.
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The Fragmental metric. Table 2 shows the fragmental metric of coverage, density,
and compression on English and Indonesian languages. We obtain the scores by
computing the coverage, density, and compression of a summary and a Wikipedia
page's body text. The coverage scores are the total coverage divides by the number of
records in a dataset (the total number of Wikipedia pages, in our case). Further, the
density scores are the total density divides by the number of records in a dataset. The
compression scores compute the total compression divides by the number of records
in a dataset. Table 2 shows that compared to Wikipedia's body text page, the 'Wiki'
(the Wikipedia summary given by default of Wikipedia-API) has excellent fragmental
coverages. Some even reach above 99% coverages. The density scores are also high.
The 'Wiki' in here plays the role of the gold standard.

Table 2. The fragmental metric of coverage, density, and compression. (a) English dataset (left,
code: EN), (b) Indonesian language dataset (right, code: ID).

The ROUGE Scores. ROUGE-1-F computes the overlap of unigrams (one single
word) between the system summary (candidate summary) and the reference
summaries. On the other hand, ROUGE-2-F computes bigrams' overlap (a bigram is
two consecutive words) between the system summary and the reference summaries.
ROUGE-L-F computes the longest matching sequence of words using LCS (Longest
Common Subsequence). It is unnecessary to have successive matches but matches in
sequence in the sentence that reflects word order. Two compared summaries are more
similar if they have a long common sequence of words than any other.
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Recall (r) refers to the number of overlapping words divided by total words in a
reference summary. Reference summary here means the gold standard summary.
Precision (p) refers to the number of overlapping words divided by total words in the
candidate summary. Candidate summary here means any other summaries other than
the gold standard. F-measure (f) provides complete information involving the recall
and the precision as follows: � = (1+β2)r∙p

r+β2∙p
∙ The β value chosen such that recall

considered β times as important as precision. When β=0, the f favors r; when β=1, the
f favors p. In this paper, we use the ROUGE default, β=0.5.

Table 3. Rouge performance for the Wikipedia English dataset.

Table 3 shows ROUGE performance for the Wikipedia English dataset. While
Table 4 for the Indonesian language dataset. From Table 3 and Table 4, we can see
that in general, p is more significant than r. If the ROUGE score for p has a lower
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value, it means that some of either the unigram, or the bigram, or the LCS word(s),
were found repetitive in the candidate summary. If such repetitions occur in the
reference summary, then it will lower the recall scores.

Table 4. Rouge performance for the Wikipedia Indonesian language dataset.

In general, from Table 3 and Table 4, for the top best pre-trained models, even until
ROUGE-L-F, the precisions scores are high. The high scores of precisions indicate
fewer repetitions in the reference summary, and there are many individual
words/bigrams/LCSs instead. Table 3 shows that T5-Large achieved the best
performance for the Wikipedia English dataset, by average considering the dataset,
followed by ProphetNet-CNNDM and Pegasus-XSum. For the Wikipedia Indonesian
dataset (Table 4), the T5-Large achieves the best performance, followed by Pegasus-
XSum and ProphetNet-CNNDM. The rationale for these situations is even in an
abstract summarization, the scores of their extractive coverage, density, and
compression have a significant effect on their ROUGE performance. The T5-Large
showed high fragmental coverage and high-density scores compared to other pre-
training models (Pegasuses and ProphetNets). See Table 2(a) and Table 3; Table 2(b)
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and Table 4. A higher compression score in any summary means the summary
captures many essential sights of the Wikipedia body text. All scores in Table 2(a)
and Table 2(b) are normalized using the number of Wikipedia pages of the
corresponding dataset.

Table 5. Examples of summary results (in English).

Other additional factors that influence the ROUGE score are: 1) The goal of the
pre-training. For example, the ProphetNet-Squad-QG goal is for question-generation,
ProphetNet-XGlue-NTG more suitable for title summary purpose; 2) The dataset's
characteristics. For example, the Pegasus-Multi_News gives too many biases in the
output. Pegasus-Multi_News too memorizes its pre-trained article news dataset and
not dub novel words properly. 3) The dataset used for testing the pre-trained model.
The Wikipedia dataset we used in this paper describes the meaning of terminology.
When we compare two methods, Pegasus-XSum and Pegasus-Wikihow, against the
gold standard (viz the default Wikipedia-API), the summary results showed the
ROUGE scores of the Pegasus-XSum by natural gives higher score than the one of
the Pegasus-Wikihow. The rationale of this is the Pegasus-XSum is a pre-trained
model using a wide variety of professionally written BBC articles. The Pegasus-
Wikihow is the one pre-trained using an extensive collection instructions dataset (and
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not a collection describing the definition of a term). However, from evaluation
(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/152XMSCU3ctshB2BvzEQHY0vo6xkZ9gOl?
usp=sharing, Table 5, Table 6), we can see the summaries produces by Pegasus-
Wikihow also well capture important information of the whole reading. 4) The cross-
lingual function. The function does not perform well in the ProphetNet in handling
language other than English or Chinese. Even though the summary output when we
tested the ProphetNets with the Wikipedia Indonesian language is well captured but
sounds wording, they mix the two languages, some English words, and others in the
Indonesian language. It needs postprocessing to translated the summary output into
the Indonesian language before we compute its ROUGE scores. The rationale for this
is because of the number of instances of Indonesian language used in the cross-lingual
dataset not adequately enough. Theoretically, the two combined translated engines'
performance strictly bound the pivoting framework results, especially to weaker ones.
Train-infer-train procedure [7] can help implement zero-shot translation in the
ProphetNet. We give ideas of future research implementation of the train-infer-train
procedure on the zero-shot part at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1z09D2-
4arE6aOQZxgxcwMVF41xMH4EEH?usp=sharing.

Table 6. Examples of summary results (in Indonesian language).

The Time Performance. Fig. 1 shows the total CPU time against the Wall time for
each Wikipedia dataset. From Fig. 1, we showed that T5-Large and Pegasus-XSum
consume more time than other pre-trained model (ProphetNet). In general, the CPU
time is linear to the number of Wikipedia pages processed in each dataset. It is
showed that pre-trained models with high scores consume more CPU time than other
slightly faster Transformers models.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/152XMSCU3ctshB2BvzEQHY0vo6xkZ9gOl?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/152XMSCU3ctshB2BvzEQHY0vo6xkZ9gOl?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1z09D2-4arE6aOQZxgxcwMVF41xMH4EEH?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1z09D2-4arE6aOQZxgxcwMVF41xMH4EEH?usp=sharing
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Fig. 1. A general overview of CPU time compares to the wall time. Time in seconds.

5 Conclusions and Prospects for Further Research

We surveyed several recent abstract summarization methods. From the survey,
although T5-Large and Pegasus-XSum pre-trained models are top-2 excellent in
summarization, another pre-trained model such as the ProphetNet (ProphetNet-
CNNDM) also useful for summarization after postprocessing/translation, especially
for any language other than English/Chinese.
The most significant factors that influence ROUGE performance are coverage,

density, and compression. The higher the scores, the better the performance. Other
factors that influence the ROUGE scores are the pre-training goal, the dataset's
characteristics, the dataset used for the experiment (for testing the pre-training
model), and the cross-lingual function. Several suggestions to improve this paper's
limitation are: 1) assure that the dataset used for the pre-training model must
sufficiently large, contains adequate instances for handling cross-lingual purpose; 2)
Advanced process (finetuning) shall be reasonable. For cross-lingual summarization,
the bilingual approach or cross-lingual strategy will be optional. We recommend
using the large dataset consists of comprehensive coverage of topics from many
languages before implementing advanced processes such as the train-infer-train
procedure to the zero-shot translation in the training stage of the pre-training model.
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